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1. The German intelliceme• Serviels (GIs) officially am into Waal
on 1 February 1956. Its °Metal German nameii "Bundeanaehriebiendleast"
(Merkel Iatellig•nce Serviee). For the ten years prier to its legolimation,
the OIS has been entirely subsidised by the United States Geverameat..from
1946 to 1949 by the US Azov and from July 1949 to Amory 1956 OF CIA. While
the Gorman Government now has taken finanelal responeibilitv for the CS, CU
still gives financial support to certain GIS °motions, partieularly wartime
preparations operations. Fr 1057 CIA fineaelal summ it will be *beet 0500300.,
but this vill probably lessen in veers to aces. Weevers it is empeeted that
CIA will continue to flambe completely the en hst.ear prepmmilmocreperotiems.
The United States intelligence acmmoysmde ammo for the	 mai its U.S. sob.
sidised predeeessor organization in the order of their use Aortae the post ten

.years have bein g RUSTY, OFTSPR120, 40MUM6 sum sad UPSWING (the lest tour
are CIA eryptopym8). UPSWING is the current CIA eryptoove for the GIS.

ffee Tab A for history of US Army/CIA relations with the Gag

2. CIA relations with the GIS sine* its legalisation on 1 February 1956
are to be covered by a bilateral agreement that is presently beteg staffed.
It is planned that CIA relations with the GIS during the post.legolisation
period will be covered by an informal verbal bilateral agreement to be eon.
eluded between the DCI and GLUM when the latter visits the U.S. in late 1956.
A CIA draft of this plowed verbal screement Is atteehmi.

/

Nee Tab B for copy of this bilateral agreement (to be added to this file
when negotiations are eampleted)ff

3. An agreement existing since the Inception of United States relations
with the GIS predecessor organisation, and carried over to the present, pro.
vides that the GIS staff, their dependents and selected *gent* will be anim-
ated to a wartime base or safehaven in ease of emergency. This evacuation
will be carried out in eonjunetien with and through the faellities of the US
Army, Burope. The dependents will presumably be evacuated to the Waited States
after first being assembled in Safehavea areas usher US Army *Demirel in Swope.
The GIS staff and selected agents will be evacuated to the CZA/GIS wartime bass.

gee Tab C for *webers of personnel involved and areas from which GIS staff
and dependents are to be evacuated. Bum though this is primarily a field
problem, a few general dispatehes on the evacuation plans resording the
GIS are also included to give a better picture of the evacuation program...7

4. The GIS has pleased to establish and to organise a wartime base ',blob
will function under CIA auspices and with CIA support. This wartime base would
inolude clandestine and staff communications equipment, and working space,
housing, and training facilities. It will probably be set up in either Spain
or Prance.
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tie. lib D for CIA polioy dispatehes en Bass Plannina
1:16 Tab S for GIS proposals for the organisation of their wartime boaeff

5. For *gewgaw use as well as a first stage, or "fallisbook," eommuni*
cations base, Cie has established for the GIS a small semi-permanont **Nonnt.
oat ions installation and storage fissility for initial OIS/CIA wartime operations.
This base is located in Vast Gnaw on the US Army installation at Banaboldar,
Rbinlasnd/ralial.mate (k9 w371/1"4011), which is mot of the Rhine tiro*, It
is envisaged as a sfall.base bass for CIS as* in case of energeney or in the
first stages Of a war, when and if the area east of the Shins beeemes a combat
area. A mobil* communications unit, called CIRCUS UI, has heft sot up at
Boanholoier; permanent storage and votking area •stabliahed4 and the base named
by a CIA and CIS Okslaton staff at all times. This esmamnisation facility is
operable now for both clandestine and staff radio traffic and for communisations
training of GIS staff personnel sad 0 agents. It is planned to novo this
mails conmunioation base to other European sites as wartime oonditions distate.

Lia* Tab 7 for details on the mumbolder Beseg

6* GIS Rot-War operatioas are based on five projects that ran with opera.
tional guidance and financial and logistic support furnished by CIA. These
projects hay* trained and equipped agents in place now, ready to be activated
in time of var. The** projects and their purposes asset

Proloat	 WEEE
1.4aVvitt. a. ST(RCR	 *West German 11 Staybehind obsorver/

reporter teams (tvo-man or singleton)

1-) J1Nt li b. FOX

LIJLECIL. C. AlU Program

1-4'jk" al- d. NOMA=

*West German FI Air*Reeeption teams
(. or 5 non) with Drop and Landing
bones plotted

*Berlin and last Gerona 71 Staybehiad
observer/reports? foams (tvo.mma or
singleton)

**Wet elkrman lsoaps and Svasion teems

West German Caching program (Neutral
W/T, operational aids, barter material,
hardorations, and/Or medieal supply
sashes)

*Wif operators with equipment on each team
**WIT operators and teams now (Jane 1956) in developmental step

7. Complete files on the 018 wartime operations, mentioned is paragraph

Li 5 L FOTit, I. WIRSSL
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6, move, are stored at the Saumholder Sass. Attention is invited to the
fast that CIA at present has *ogee of only sheet halt of the eldeel Mee,*omeoptime."ade," or *one-vey*voiso-lihk* systems (use of asenal radio broad-
cast stationsstations to activate or (*omelette with the agents ea a omesmay base-
to-egoat basis) of the OS V/T agents in the STOWS and AN Programs end nese
for the other VA spats listed in partgreik 6 # above. dowager, Asta that
has been made available to CIA has bora pissed in the CIA "Vie.assussats
doeistry. * There has been some hesitation in the past several yeses on the
part of the OS to give somplete operational details on their Steldhehted Wit
spats to 0/A. The ream given by Oehlen for this has been that dartel the
orates' period just before sad immediately after legalisetioa he will be
closely questioned by his goeernment on the degree to whisk the Awnlesss are
out in an his operations, end he wants to be in • position to truthfully state
that the Amerloans have not been provided operational data. The 0114 however,
agreed to give 01A the wartime *tale* from these operatioas sad allow some CIA
dinette' under wartime conditions. It is believed, however, that the GIS
will give CIA the desired information ewe a permanent 01A/01$ wartime base
La sot up (presumably in Spain or Frames) or as an alternative, that the Gil
viii store pertinent files at such a base. If the latter takes pleas, it would
satisfy the requirements of having this information at le 000peratively *ate
area and under joint CIA/Oil control.

Lie. Tab 0 for details...7

8. Available CIA data on *sta yer" 018 agents and operations are
located at; a) the CIA Yield Saii-dealing with the GIS (Pallaoh-Operotions
Bee.) which is physically loaated in the MOOraw *soros, NOWA& Compri
b) the German Station, Frankfurt, Gorman and c) the derma Desk, MS Division
at CIA asedquarters. When and it the peremeent 0101$ wartime Mese is estsb-
'lobed, it is envisaged that the 01$ will also Store there the files of selec-
ted *cold war* *gents end operations thet night be converted to wartime use
In the meantime, sonsiderstion is being given at CIA Seadquorters to the
possibility of microfilming all the CIA Palest Opera ions Sese tile, sad
storing such film at both the CIA *Vitel Documents Repository" is the United
Ststes and with the CIA Section at the Saumholder Sas* in dermanyi (my files
stored at Saumholder could, in case of emergeney) be moved to the larepean 01A
wartime hsaiquarters, if the CIA/418 wartime base in Simla or Frames was not
is existence at the time of the emergenoy.) It is not politioally fusible
to request the 0I8 to give CIA a mierotila espy of their oomplete operatioaal
tune. However, a nicrofila copy of the CIA files at the SWAM* See. would
• be en excellent *ineureace program" for possible wartime seed sad operations.
At a later Ante, when Saunholder Sew has improved storage end working email-
time, the GIS way desire to store some additional files at that feallity.

9. It such a microfilm program were to be adopted, aseeseary uremia-
ments vo01 have to be made to provide facilities at both the projected
Swope= CIA/CIS wartime base in Spain or France end at the CIA gaited States

L. 1E1
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*Vital Documents Repository* to reproduee "herd copiers" from this nierotilm.
Use of mierefiln, a* soak, to rmn operations under martins conditions would
be inettiolent and embargoes. "'Absalom, arraneements roul4 have to be
made to mimes this mierofilm of the DIA PuLlemh 01040mitioall Nam films at
lust even, 28 months with a new and soviet, microfilm in order to keep
thee* files ~rest.
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SECRET
19 April 1956

MEMORANDUM FOR: Director of Central Intelligence

SULJECT:	 Establishment of a German Intelligence Service

1. This memorandum Suggests action lon the part of the DCI.
Such suggested action is contained in paragraph 2...

2. It is recommended that the following announcement be made
to the Intelligence Advisory Committee:

The German intelligence organization headed by former
General Reinhard GEHLEN Which haL beeh held in trULteeShip
by CIA since 1 July 1949 has recently been transferred to
the German Federal Republic and will form the nucleus of a
German Intelligence Service. CIA is, accordingly, relieved
of financial and political responsibility for the project.
This development is in fulfillment of a decision of the
Cabinet of the German Federal Republic of 12 July 1955 which
further provided that the Intelligence Service be subordinated
to the Office of the Chancellor of the Federal Republic.
Through the action of the competent parliamentary committees
in early 1956, this plan was accorded the necessary political
support of the major political parties including the opposi-
tion Social Democratic Party. Provision for financial support
of the organization is contained in the new budget of the
German Federal Republic. CIA has been informed by the govern-
ment of the German Federal Republic that neither an executive
order nor a public announcement dealing with the establishment
of a German Intelligence Service is planned at this tine. It
is anticipated that legislation on this subject will be intro-
duced during the next year. Pending the establishment of a
German Intelligence Service by legislative action, the title
"Bundesnachrichtendienst" (Federal Intelligence Service) is
being utilized in official documents.

1611.11111.1.11B1
Chief, Eastern European Division

Distribution:
Orig & 1 - Addressee
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over it, and the possible political risks involved. At intervais through

the next few years, there were further considerations of transfer,

first to KUTWIN, then to its successors KUBARK and the two interim

agencies. Twice these deliberations advanced so far as to inspire

investigations of the organisation: in 1947 and in 1948 by KUBARK.

Finally, on 1 July 1949, responsibility for the Gehlen organization

was transferred from the ARMY to KUBARK.

With the currency reform in Germany, the cost of running the

organisation began to mount. Furthermore, by the time KUBARK took

over, all black marketing activities of the organization were terminated

by order of Headquarters, EUCOM. With all these stimuli, vigoroue

efforts to establish a standardised system of accounting were under-

taken; by the middle of 1950 they had largely succeeded.

During the first few years of the project, the operational

activities of the organisation became highly decentralized. Char-.

asteristie Abvehr tendencies in this direction were fostered by Iie

rapid growth of the organisation in response to the urgent need for

intelligence on the Soviet forces. Later, however, the trend was

reversed, end the German headquarters gained increasing control over

its sdhardinate operating elements. The change, induced largely by

the American staff, not only strengthened the professional standard

Of the organisation but gave the Americans each greater insight into

its operational activities.

As the Gehlen Organisation exists today, it has all the elements

of a vellwounded intelligence service. As you know, it can produce

not only spot raw information but finished intelligence. The background

Of may of its key staff members and, particularly, the circumstances

ender WW1 the organisation was created resulted in an initial
.6-
	 SEC;[	 - 3 -



emphasis upon military intelligence. Although this continues to be

the 3utstanding capability, collection and production have consider-

ably improved in other fields, particularly economic, industrial,

scientific, and technical. The weakest field at present is political.

Almost from the beginning, the Gehlen Organisation interested

itself in CE and security matters. Originally the American sponsors

agreed that the Organisation should concern itself with these matters

to the extent necessary to protect the security of its own operations.

But, particularly in operations against the Communist Party in

Western Germany, this limit vas exceeded during the early period. By

1950-51, the organisation was induced to curtail its counter-

subversive efforts in Western Germany and encouraged to intensify

its efforts against the intelligence services of the Soviet Bloc.

Although the major successes of the Gehlen Organisation have

been against targets in East Germany, it has produced considerablt,

useful intelligence on the satellites and, to • lesser degree, on

the USSR. Yet its operations in these areas have encountered all

the problems familiar to other western services that have mounted

similar efforts.

As to the prospects for the organisation after the formation of

the Federal Republic, the American position was, at first, not clearly

defined. The American sponsors were preoccupied with getting timely,

useful intelligence. However, as United States policy on the rearma-

ment of Germany evolved, the need for a long-rangs policy concerning

the Gehlen organisation became more urgent.

Theoretically, KUBARK had a choice! to try to retain sponsorship

of the organisation indefinitely as an American operation, or to turn

It over to the German Government whenever that government was in a

-4 -



position to assume responsibility. But the first of these alternatives--

to attempt indefinite retention--posed very serious problems. It would

naturally entail a swing away from the German character of the organisa-

tion. Such a change doubtless would have caused the disaffection of

those menhirs who placed loyalty to Germany above loyalty to the

West in genera/. If the organisation did not shrink in this manner,

it would eventually pom p an enormous liquidation problem, for a project

of this else and character could not be maintained indefinitely in a

sovereign Germany. As you we/1 know, MURK took the more feasible

alternative of anticipating eventual transfer to the German government.

Consequently, the policy of maintaining the German character of the

organization has been continued.

This plan was thoroughly explored with Gehlen and then with John

)Cloy, the U.S. High Commissioner for Germany, and Benjamin Schute,

Director of the Office of Intelligence, HICOG. Mr. McCloy agreed to

•yeak to Chancellor A4enauer. At Adenauer's suggestion, representa-

tives of WHAM in Germany met in August of 1951 with Dr. Globke of

the Fedora/ Chancellery, who was already quite familiar with the

problem. At this meeting, it was agreed that the German government

would take over the Gehlen organisation in trusteeship. This agree-

ment has subsequently been reaffirmed a number of times. In July of

1952, Dr. Gullible and Dr. Grau of the Federal Chancellery conducted

a very thorough investigation of all administrative aspects of the

organization in order to provide the federal government with a basis

for planning for the future transfer. Since then, there have been

other similar investigations.

Thus the legalisation of the Gehlen organisation appeared to be

-5-
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fully assured. So far as we were concerned, the only remaining question

was one of timing. This was clearly dependent upon political develop-
.

ments with respect to the termination of the occupation and the integra-

tion of Germany into the Suropean defense establishment. The same

problem has been considered from time to time in the german cabinet,

but along with it the German officials have had to consider the manner

in which the organisation you'd be integrated into the goverament.

For instance, scald it be subordinate to one of the ministries, or

directly responsib/e to the Chancellor?

This question vas at least tentatively answered on 1/ Ally 1955,

vben the cabinet fOrmaily agreed upon four points:

a. That an intelligence service would be established.

b. That the Oeh/en organisation would be the basis of it.

c. That the service would be directly subordinate to the

Chanee/lery.

d. That policy responsibility for it vault be vested in a

council of state secretaries.

The first two of these decisions were supported by both CDU and

BPD elements In the amidst% Administration sod Budget Committee.

For this sad other reasons, it seems roaaaaably certain that there

v1/1 be so °Melia Germs sorrier ULU armed the Gehl*: *cysts.-

ties.

But it essmot be assumed that the Cabinet's &Aisless on the

.sooMeetlim betimes the serilso sod the goveromest will stood. What

isrlimmest dies on this portiemlar point probably will depomd epos
the ver it gaup out the agosiler problem of the Defense sad Security

orgsaissties of the Mara llopubilta.
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Augmo the alternatives already considered is an arrangement some-

what analogous to ours, with the intelligence service subordinate to

a national security council. Another possibility is to put the intel-

ligence service under the Defense Ministry.

iven if we could assume parliamentary approval of the Cabinet's

plan of subordinating the intelligence service to the Chancellery, we

still would not know how much of the German intelligence community will

be incorporated in this service. Certainly, it will contain the

clandestine collection elements. Very likely it will also carry certain

ruses:ahead analytical responsibilities. Whether it will also par-

ticipate in the estimstes function cannot be confidently predicted.

Boms of the elements of eehlen's organisation concerned with

research and analysis in military intelligence may be transferred to

the Defense Ministry. For it can be expected the the defense establish-

ment will eventually have such capabilities in each of its fields of

interest. Whether there will be comparable developments in the Foreign

and Reoonmle Ministries oannot presently be judged. In the midst of all
these uncertainties, the likeliest prospect is that the Gehlen Organisa-

tion will eontinue for some time to be the only German intelligence

element with substantial professional capability in research snd analysis.

Tbn uncertainties in these areas are matched in the realm of counter-

espinusgse The ehl= organisation has developed reasonable competence

in this field; its capabilities are probably markedly superior to those

the german counterpart of our FBI. Main disavows any in-

tentien of attempting to dominate the internal security field, and the

Sermon government indisates that it intends no curtailment of the BfV

• Dun4esemt fur Verfassungessehats
Federal Office for the Froteetion of the Constitution
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Charter. Nevertheless, /*hien maintains-vand certainly with Notifica-

tion—that opposition serviees are /*palmate targets for a foreign

intel/Agence service, particularly outside its own country, and the

german government has thusfar given no indication that it disagrees

with this theory. Yet it is in the nature of Central Xnrope that

many counter espionage eases developed outside the Federal /.public

are likely to have ramifinations reaching within it. Nero is the

likely area of conflict between the Gehlen Organisation and the IlfL

Just how the german government will delimit the CZ charters of these

two servioes remains to be seen.

In the face of all these undertainties and multiple possibilities,

it is disconcerting to find such specific and confident predictions

as have appeared in the public 'resells recent weeks. The fact le,

however, that the latest definite development is the action of the

German cabinet on 11 July 1935.
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